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About This Game

Welcome to VR Boxing Workout, the virtual reality gym in your living room.

With this game you can perform different types of boxing workout burning a lot of calories along.
You can also test yourself with Speed and Strength challenge and see when you make progress.

Let’s be ready for the summer.
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vr fitness boxing. vr boxing workout

Well that was messed up :\/. The Good: Brings you back to the good old days of Heroes of Might and Magic 1 & 2, cost of the
game is really cheap, and visually an improvement over Palm Kingdoms 2.

The Bad: Lacking in additional maps, other classes, other sources of mines (aka wood, ore, gem, etc.), and higher tier units that
should be able to be recruited (aka Dragons, Legends, Pheonixes, etc.).

This game is a must play if you are a fan of HOMM and Kings Bounty type games.

Can't wait for their next game, Palm Kingdoms 3!!!. Have you ever wanted to play candy crush, but with pokemon or
something?
Do you like bland story mixed with pc gameplay made for a smartphone?

Well Square Enix has the perfectly meh game for you!

Seriously, the artwork is pretty cool, but the music sucks, the effects are boring, and the story is just walls of text.
There isn't much to this game. At all.. great deal for only 0.99!. Great game. I love it! Very addictive. Thanks developers and
steam.. Play with a joystick.. Do I recommend this game right now? No.

Do I recommend you play a bit if you can get it for 10 cents/free? Yes. The gameplay isn't fulfilling or worth a
dollar/euro/pound, but it'll waste a few minutes.

There's supposed to be online multiplayer but nobody else is playing (obviously), so that's dead. There *might* be a local
multiplayer option but I didn't check.

You get a few card drops out of it and if you sell them you basically get your 10 cents right back. Nothing gained, nothing lost.
Took me the entirety of my 1.6 hours of playtime to get all the card drops.. Frederic is back with a new piano, a new ride and a
new look. He no longer looks like a dirty Van Helsing, now he looks like a wanna be Michael Jackson. I have carpal tunnel in
my left wrist after beating the game. I prefer the other games musical tracks to this one. These tracks are rather long and quite
hard to beat on higher difficulty. Anyways, can't beat the price.. This game is good. I am a complainer and even im telling you
its good.
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Hell no this ♥♥♥♥ing game wont even show the surface i wouldent even reccomend it to sombody i hated ♥♥♥♥ this dev.
This game is Awesome! need more people playing this!! Only thing is that it needs more people playing. Each class is strong in
its own way. This is a great pvp game. Its super new, you should buy it !! I can only see good things for this game coming down
the line.. I love the way you can draw anything you wish, to solve the puzzles. I usually try to come up with the most complex
machine I can think of. I Love it!. Polypa - yes!! good!!
Zebruh - ewwwwww.. i don't like it. 8.5/10

This joins thing I love:
Trains
City development (also you can build your own)
Tycoon games

A little expensive, but I think it values each cent.. Extremely difficult and unplayable on easy levels.
Very disappointing at any price.. the best game I've ever played. This game has the worst controls. Its unusable. Save your 8
dollars and buy a better fighter. I want my money back!. This is one of the best real time strategy games i've played and actually
enjoyed. it has a great storyline and is super fun to play.
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